School Pushout: Dropout and Discipline
Background
The national graduation rate hovers around 75 percent and the dropout rate exceeds 50 percent in
some parts of the nation.1 Each year, approximately 1.2 million young people dropout of school
nationally.2 Students that dropout are three times more likely to be incarcerated.3 Economists
estimate that raising high school graduation rates would reduce violent crime by 20 percent and
property crime by 10 percent.4 The same economists find that each additional high school graduate
would yield an average of $36,500 in lifetime cost savings to the public. Research shows that most
students at risk of dropping out can be identified as early as elementary or middle school and can
graduate if they are provided with timely, appropriate support. A number of factors increase the
likelihood of a student dropping out of school and include: truancy; suspensions; expulsions;
behavioral problems; D and F grades; repeating grades; and if the student is in special education, an
English-language learner, a migrant, in foster care, or has serious health concerns.5
Trends in School Discipline
In 2006, more than 3.3 million students were suspended out of school at least once and 102,000
were expelled.6 Students of color and students with disabilities are more likely to be suspended and
expelled than their peers for the same behavior.7 The majority of suspensions are for misbehavior
such as insubordination, disruptive behavior, or school fights.8 School districts began expanding
punitive discipline policies in the 1990s. Many school districts created zero tolerance policies,
meaning that the school’s discipline policy mandated a specific punishment for a certain offense
regardless of the circumstances. By 1997, 79 percent of schools had a zero tolerance policy for
tobacco.9
There has been an effort nationwide to reform school discipline policies and practices. At the
federal level, many organizations have been trying to use the reauthorization of the Elementary and
Secondary Education Act (ESEA), also known as the No Child Left Behind Act, to change the
federal law. The Senate education committee recently passed an ESEA bill that contains several
provisions regarding discipline, such as requiring the 5 to 10 percent of lowest achieving schools to
improve their suspension and expulsion rates. However, while some schools would be required to
address discipline, many schools would not be.10 Also, many of these organizations have serious
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concerns about reduced accountability for schools in the bill. It is unlikely the bill will become law
any time soon.
In addition to Congress’ work on the issue, the U.S. Department of Education has been working to
address school discipline. In the last few years, the department has increased the number of schools
that submit discipline data, added additional categories of data, and made the data website easier to
use.11 The website has school and school district level data broken down by race and ethnicity and
shows the number of students disciplined and whether they are disabled or not. While more data is
available than there was several years ago, there is still concern about the accuracy of the data since
there is no verification of the data. The Department of Education is also investigating school
districts across the country with disproportionate use of discipline against minority students.12
In addition to federal efforts, local communities have worked to reform school discipline policies
and practices. Model school discipline policies often focus on keeping students in school, involve
parents, provide students and parent an appeal process, and make suspension and expulsion rates
part of school accountability. Denver Public Schools implemented new discipline policies in 200809 and since then high school attendance, graduation, completion, and dropout rates have all
improved.13 The Denver policy clarified and expanded parents’ and students’ due process rights,
such as: the right to be notified of disciplinary actions, to be heard throughout the disciplinary
process, to have representation at hearings, and the right to appeal. Further, the policies required
that schools work to eliminate racial disparities in discipline and must continuously monitor and
assess school discipline practices through data collection.14
School Discipline in Washington
In Washington, the Office of Superintendent of Public Instruction (OSPI) collects discipline data.
The data that is publicly available is school district level data, not school level data and it is not
broken down by race and ethnicity.15 The weapons report shows the number of students suspended
or expelled by school districts for incidents involving weapons, such as guns and knives.16 The
behavior report shows the number of students suspended or expelled by school districts for bullying,
tobacco, alcohol, illicit drugs, fighting without major injury, violence without major injury, and
violence with major injury.17 OSPI will begin collecting individual student discipline data in 201213. The data collection will include suspensions and expulsions for the above categories.18 Because
this is individual student data, the data will be broken down by race and ethnicity. While this
additional data will be collected, it is unclear if OSPI will summarize the data and make it available
to the public, meaning that people could find out the number of African-American students
suspended at a specific high school.
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While OSPI does not currently make data available that is broken down by race and ethnicity, some
districts have made this data available. In Seattle, African-American students in high school are four
times more likely to be suspended than White students.19 In the Central Kitsap School District,
African-American students are 3.8 percent of school enrollment but account for 11.3 percent of
suspensions in elementary schools and 10.8 percent of suspensions in high schools.20
In Washington, there were 3,000 suspensions or expulsions involving weapons at school in 200910. The number of incidents has increased slightly from 2.71 incidents per 1,000 students in 200001 to 3.05 incidents per 1,000 students in 2009-10.21 In 2009-10, there were 1,025,184 students
enrolled in the K-12 system, and there were 47,508 suspensions and 1,771 expulsions for behavior
incidents.22 Just as discipline policies and practices vary greatly from district to district so do the
number of suspensions and expulsions. While some school districts suspend and expel no students
for behavior incidents, other districts suspend and expel hundreds of students each year. Because
district sizes vary so much it is best to look at the percent of suspensions and expulsions compared
to district enrollment. Seattle Public Schools’ suspension and expulsion percentage (for behavior)
compared to total enrollment was 5.55 percent in 2009-10. However, a number of districts had
much higher rates: Vancouver’s was 8.25 percent, Longview’s was 8.38 percent, Centralia’s was
8.29 percent, and Shelton’s was 10.17 percent.
There are several programs in Washington to address school discipline and dropout rates. Several
years ago, the Shelton School District and OSPI worked together to develop a dropout early
warning data and intervention system.23 The goal was to develop a system that identifies students
at-risk of dropping out. The system looks at a number of risk factors including if a student has been
suspended or expelled. The system identifies students at-risk of dropping out and then the school,
community, and parents work together and apply interventions to prevent the student from dropping
out. Since implementing the dropout early warning data system, the dropout rate in Shelton has
decreased from 7.8 percent to 5.4 percent, and the on-time graduation rate has improved from 59.7
percent to 76.5 percent.24
In addition, there is also the Building Bridges Program which awards grants to partnerships of
schools, families, and communities to build comprehensive dropout prevention, intervention, and
retrieval systems to identify students at risk of dropping out of school and provide timely inventions
and supports.25
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